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Abstra t: Con eptual spa es have been proposed as topologi al or geometri
means for establishing on eptual stru tures and models. This paper, after
brie y reviewing on eptual spa es, fo usses on the relationship between oneptual spa es and logi al on ept languages with operations for ombining
on epts to form on epts. Spe i ally is introdu ed an algebrai on ept
logi , for whi h on eptual spa es are installed as semanti domain as repla ement for, or enri hment of, the traditional extensional set-theoreti semanti s.
The more pragmati on ern is to make the on eptual spa e paradigm appealing and useful for formal on eptual modeling and knowledge base systems.
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1 Introdu tion
Conventional approa hes to on eptual modeling and knowledge representation in
the omputational setting make extensive use of formal, symboli languages. Typially in the symbol paradigm is adapted an appropriate logi formalised by axioms
or inferen e rules providing omputational reasoning abilities. Su h languages are
usually supported by a formal semanti s rooted in set-theoreti al notions.
By ontrast, the on eptual spa e paradigm dis ards formal symbol languages as
representation media in favour of topologi al or metri stru tures. In a number of
papers, e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10℄, Gardenfors has presented and advo ated the on eptual
spa e paradigm as an alternative to the symbol paradigm. The on eptual spa e
paradigm relates to per eption and sense qualities and therefore is biased towards a
on eptualisti stan e, in ontrast to the on ept realism inherent in traditional set
theory and semanti s. In this view [10, 12℄ propose a ognitive semanti s in whi h
on eptual spa es fun tion as semanti domains.
Following a brief review of on eptual spa es in the next se tion, this paper in
subsequent se tions attempts to onne t systemati ally the symbol paradigm and
the on eptual spa e paradigm. This liason is established in the vein of [10, 11℄
by installing on eptual spa es as semanti al target domains for an appropriate
algebrai logi of on epts and properties as an alternative to the set-based modeltheoreti al underpinning for logi . In this way on eptual spa es be ome equipped
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with a formal language for introdu ing and des ribing the on ept inhabitan y of
the spa es and for arrying out operations on the on epts. This is done so that
the semanti ally signi ant regionalisations in the on ept spa e are dire tly re e ted as symboli operations in the on ept language.

As mediation between the usual set models and the on eptual spa es is drawn on
elementary topologi al notions in se t. 4.
The nal se tions summarise and dis uss perspe tives in this attempted re on iliation of the two paradigms also in relation to on eptual domain modeling.

2 Con eptual Spa es
Formal a ounts of the semanti s of logi s and natural languages are dominated
by a tradition in whi h linguisti phrases are systemati ally assigned mathemati al
meaning stru tures omposed as sets of dis rete atomi abstra t entities. This meaning assignment serves to provide truth onditions and in turn entailment notions for
senten es.
By ontrast, the on eptual spa e approa h takes as basis physi al measures or sensory data su h as olours and pit hes, and organises these in domains and dimensions (quality dimensions). These domains and dimensions, whi h may be thought
of as ontinuous (analog) or dis rete, in turn span multi-dimensional on ept spa es.
Con eptual spa es often an be onveniently visualized in Eu lidean spa e, though
they should be understood as on eptualizations existing independently of the geometri al spa e on ept.
It is a key idea that on epts o upy or are identi ed with regions within the spa e
a ording to a meaning assignment mapping, whi h is to be elaborated in the present
ontext:
on ept expression ! region in on eptual spa e
Moreover, on epts orresponding to natural kinds (typi ally lexi alized on epts)
are onje tured to be asso iated with onvex or at least onne ted ( ontiguous)
regions, f. [16℄ for an extended dis ussion of this aspe t. The onvexity hypothesis
seeks justi ation by onsiderations on erning a eptan e of on epts formed by
indu tion, thereby a e ting the overall o upan y of on ept regions in the spa es.
2.1

Sample Con ept Stru ture with Quality Dimensions

We onsider as instru tive example of a on ept stru ture the prominent per eptionalphysiologi al olour- ir le model of olours, following [8, 10℄.
This model is set up as follows:
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1. The olours of the spe trum, hues, are in the idealization represented as a
olour ir le, where omplement olour pairs red/green, and yellow(orange)/blue
form opposites at the ir umferen e. The olour ir le omes about in that the
visible extremes of the wavelength spe trum, purple and violet, meet and overlap in the per eption of olours as indi ated in g. 1. Thus the hue dimension
is a polar oordinate.
blue
violet
purple
grey

red

green

yellow

Fig.1 Colour ir le and disk
2. The olour disk arises by introdu ing the saturation dimension as a radial
oordinate stret hing from the enter to a maximum olour ir le periphery.
As indi ated in the gure this means that the saturation de reases in the
dire tion from the periphery to the enter of the disk, where neutral grey is
obtained.
3. The olour spindle appears by introdu ing a brightness dimension perpendi ular to the olour disk as an interval with endpoints pure bla k and pure white,
and with various shades of grey along the interval.
Figure 2 below shows these three dimensions of the olour spa e.
3
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Fig.2 Colour oordinates
It is seen that, say, red olours orrespond to a onvex region with oherent intervals
of hue, saturation and brightness. A spe i red olour de ned exa tly by appropriate s ales with hue together with saturation and brightness orresponds to a point
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in the olour spa e. A spe i red hue orresponds to a verti al plane through the
brightness axis in the spa e. The red region borders or overlaps regions with similar
olours, e.g. orange-yellow and redish brown. The olour brown overs a region with
yellow/red orientation and low saturation lose to bla k (i.e. low brightness).
In general in the on eptual spa e approa h quality dimensions may also be dis rete,
either inherently or by design de ision. For instan e there is the biologi al lassi ation of living beings into spe ies and sexes, and onventional so ial lassi ation
of humans into age groups.

3 Formal Con ept Languages
This se tion dis usses languages for on epts to be used subsequently for des ribing
and formalising on eptual spa e stru tures. The se tion fo usses on formal logi al
algebras with reasoning abilities. The expressions of these languages are to denote
regions in on eptual spa es.
3.1

Con ept Logi

It is a onventional approa h in the ontext of knowledge representation to des ribe
on epts, lasses and properties within a sele ted target domain by adopting an
appropriate version of predi ate logi . Usually on epts are then identi ed with
1-ary predi ates, so that, say, dog is the lass of dogs. A problem with this approa h
is that the logi al language onstru ts of rst order predi ate logi denote either
truth values as in the formula dog( do) or individuals as in the term do, but not
on epts as su h.
Thus on ept in lusion, su h as say, in lusion of dogs in the lass of animals, annot be expressed dire tly by an operator applied to the pertinent on epts, but is
formulated as a requirement on extensions of on epts as for instan e 8x(dog (x) !
animal(x)).
A logi al language with onstru ts and operations devoted to on epts an be obtained with onstru tions from higher-order logi or logi al type theory as applied
in Montague semanti s for natural language, see e.g. [14℄. In su h an approa h the
above universal quanti er-with-impli ation onstru t an be abstra ted as a higherorder predi ate taking on ept lasses as arguments. A more sele tive approa h
amounts to introdu ing a number of ombinators on unary and binary predi ates as
done in de ription logi , see e.g. [2℄ for an introdu tion and for further referen es.
3.2

Con ept Algebrai

Logi

As a variant of the above-mentioned logi al approa hes is onsidered a dedi ated
algebrai logi akin to the well-known Boolean algebras of lasses o ering operations
on on epts.
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An algebra of on epts is to omprise expressions (terms), whi h are to represent
on epts omposed from on ept identi ers by operators. The operators represent
fun tions of various number of arguments from on epts to on epts.
In the formal universal algebrai framework employed here the operators are to be
de ned (axiomatised) through equational axioms. Initially are onsidered purely
lassi atory language expressions; however, this is as preparation for the notion of
on eptual spa e with multiple quality dimensions being addressed in se t. 4.
3.3

Con ept Latti es

A most fundamental notion for on epts is the notion of in lusion of one on ept 1 in
another one 2 . Stri tly, we have to distinguish extensional and intensional on ept
in lusion, f. e.g. [5℄ and referen es therein. The former is set-based in lusion of the
set of individuals falling under 1 in the set of individuals falling under 2 . The latter
is in lusion of all the properties and features of the 2 on ept in the properties and
features possessed by the 1 on ept. The intensional in lusion relation pres ribes
the extensional one, but not the other way round. The following is on erned also
with the intensional on ept relationship.
This relationship, whi h is often alled the isa relationship, is onje tured to be a
partial ordering (i.e., re exive, antisymmetri , and transitive) with some additional
properties alling for use of latti e algebras [3℄.
This partial ordering, , algebrai ally in latti es is manifest as presen e of two
operators known as latti e join and meet, on eived here as the following two dyadi
on ept operations
1. Con ept sum, +, whi h in an extensional set understanding is union [

2. Con ept rux, , whi h in an extensional understanding is interse tion \.
Thus terms ' in the latti e algebra are either
1) simple terms in the form of ( on ept) identi ers, or
2) ompound terms onsisting of an operator with arguments omposed re ursively
as terms.
In addition, for use in the axioms there are simple terms in the form of variables.
The on ept operations sum, +, and rux, , are axiomatised by the equational
axioms (laws) of idempoten y, ommutativity, asso iativity, and absorption, see e.g.
[3, 4℄. Thus, for instan e, there is the law of idempoten y for sum: x + x = x.
One re alls that these laws hold for sets when + is on eived as set union, and 
as set interse tion, see further next subse tion. Sin e we are interested in su h setoriented models it is further assumed that the latti es be distributive. A ordingly,
the distributive law, holding for sets, is in luded among the equational axioms,
making the algebra a distributive latti e.
Latti e theory establishes the following fundamental onne tions between the ordering relation and the operations:
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so that on ept in lusion an be expressed in terms of the two algebrai operations.
3.4

Denotations of Con ept Terms

In general, an interpretation of a language omes about by assigning meaning obje ts (denotations) to the linguisti onstru ts in the form of omponents from a
semanti al domain. Let [ '℄ be the denotation of the term '.
The semanti al domain for distributive latti es may be taken to be subsets of a given
universe of elements. This is be ause a distributive latti e algebra is isomorphi to
a olle tion of sets losed under the set operations of union [ and interse tion \.
Thus [ '℄ is a subset of a universe U onsisting of not further spe i ed abstra t
entities, and the interpretation is stipulated as follows:
[ ' + ℄ = [ '℄ [ [ ℄
[ '  ℄ = [ '℄ \ [ ℄
[ '  ℄ = [ '℄  [ ℄
In the language, besides on ept identi ers a ording to needs, is assumed presen e
of two distinguished on ept onstants: ?, whi h is the empty or null on ept, and
>, whi h is the universal on ept.
These two on epts form respe tively the bottom and the top in the latti e, as
expressed by axioms orresponding to ?  '  >, for any term ', and in keeping
with the following denotations
[ ?℄ = fg
[ >℄ = U
A on eptual stru ture is spe i ed by algebrai equations as to be exempli ed in the
next subse tion. A spe i ation of the form '  = ? has the set interpretation
[ '℄ \ [ ℄ = fg, hen e stipulating ' and as non-overlapping (disjoint) on epts.
It is noti ed that these onventional set interpretations omply with an understanding of terms as denoting point sets in regions of a on eptual spa e. An individual
on ept orresponds to a singleton set.
3.5

Example Con ept Stru ture: Colour Cir le Revisited

Let us onsider formalisation in the on ept algebra of the 1-dimensional olour
ir le from se t. 2.1, postponing the omplete 3-dimensional olour spindle for
onsideration in a subsequent se tion.
A possible logi o-algebrai spe i ation is
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orange = yellow red
violet = purple = blue red
yellowishgreen = yellow green
blueishgreen = green blue





a ompanied by the following equations expressing disjointness of omplementary
olours
? = green  red
? = yellow  blue
spe i ying omplementary olours as non-overlapping sets (regions).
This spe i ation is to re e t the on eptual model expressed pi torially as follows:
[℄
red
yellow
orange

= red  yellow

Fig 3. Denotational mapping of terms into regions (ar s) of olour ir le
The spe i ation an be further detailed, e.g. by de nitional equations for "pure
green":
green = yellowishgreen + propergreen+ blueish green
? = propergreen  blue = propergreen  yellow
and similarly for yellow, red, and blue.
This spe i ation, augmented with the latti e axioms, enables the arrying out of
inferen es as term rewriting. For instan e one an infer propergreen  green and
green  orange = ?.
3.6

Complementation

It is possible to extend the on ept latti e algebra with a unary operation of omplementation of a on ept (negation). By introdu ing proper omplementation the latti e be omes a Boolean algebra of lasses. By introdu ing pseudo- omplementation
de ned as the sum of all on epts being disjoint with the argument on ept, is obtained a Heyting algebra. In Boolean algebra, in ontrast to Heyting algebra, the
omplementation of the omplementation of a on ept yields the original on ept.
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Logi al omplementation (not to be onfused with omplementation of olours)
tends to introdu e non- onvex regions. As an example in the above spe i ation
the full omplement of green is red + blue (less bluish green) + yellow (less yellowish green). This ompound on ept has a non- onvex region and is therefore to
be reje ted in the on eptual spa e approa h to indu tive formation of on epts.
Therefore omplementation is here disregarded in the following.

4

Dimensionality by Attribution of Properties

The above onsidered algebrai logi falls short in a ounting for the various dimensions of on eptual spa es as presented in se t. 2. We now address the ru ial
problem of establishing a systemati relationship between a formal on ept language
and the multiple dimensions of the on eptual spa es.
As starting point we noti e that the various dimensions treat aspe ts of on epts
independently, similarly to dimensions in Eu lidean spa es. This might suggest
shaping of regions in the dimensional spa e through a Cartesian produ t onstru tion.
However, it is a key point in the present proposal that the languge for oping with
the dimensional spa e be devised as a natural extension of the already proposed
formal logi o-algebrai framework. To this end is onsidered an extended version
of binary relation algebras [18, 2℄. These universal algebras omprise besides the
already introdu ed sort of on epts (with extension sets) a distin t sort of binary
relations.
4.1

Peir e Produ t

The ru ial operation in the two-sorted on ept relational algebra is the so alled
Peir e produ t [2℄ introdu ed by the 19th entury logi ian and philosopher Charles
S. Peir e. This is a binary operation a : ', whose rst operand a is a binary relation,
and whose se ond operand ' is a on ept term. It is here assumed that the relation
a is fun tional from its rst to its se ond argument in order that it behaves as an
attribution, as to be explained.
As augmentation of the above introdu ed set interpretation, se t. 3.4, the Peir e
produ t is de ned denotationally as follows:
[ a : '℄ = fx j 9y ((x; y ) 2 [ a℄ ^ y 2 [ '℄ )g
where [ a℄ is the (fun tional) binary relation asso iated with the symbol a.
4.2

Attribution

The Peir e produ t may be imagined as an attribute value pair, where a is the
attribute and ' the attributed value in the form of a on ept. Therefore in the
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following for (a : ') is used a('), with a being re- on eived as a unary operator in
the algebra lifting a on ept into a property. Su h an attribution term a(') may
atta h as a quali er in onne tion with the rux operation as in

'  a( )
whi h is the sub- on ept of ' possessing the a-attributed property on ept .
More generally a produ t term of the form

 a1 ('1)  a2('2)  :::  am ('m)
alled a frame term serves as a feature stru ture, with a on ept quali ed with
what may be understood as a map of attribute names into asso iated ( on ept)
values. The on ept may be the universal on ept >.
Intuitively a1 ('1 )  a2 ('2 )  :::  am ('m ) is imagined as an unordered bundle of
attribute/ on ept-value pairs: ai is a "slot" with the " ller" 'i . Therefore, is introdu ed the suggestive shorthand term forms
2
Qm
i

ai ('i )

or

3

a1 : ' 1
7
6
5
4 :::
a m : 'm

One may observe that frames are formed algebrai ally ab initio by "latti e inheritan e" of onstituents,  being latti e meet. The operations  and + are de ned
on frame terms, giving frame terms as result by way of the axioms. It is essential to
keep in mind that rux in this way remains being interpreted as interse tion rather
than Cartesian produ t. Nevertheless the frame terms serve to span axes in the
dimensional on eptual spa e as to be elu idated in the next subse tions.
In addition to the latti e axioms of idempoten y, ommutativity, asso iativity, absorption and distribution for + and , the following axioms are devised for applied
attributes a1 ; a2 ; ::: in the on ept algebra, f. [4℄.
Annihilation or stri tness:
ai (?) = ?
Distribution of + over attribution:
ai (x) + ai (y ) = ai (x + y )
Distribution of  over attribution:
ai (x)  ai (y ) = ai (x  y )
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4.3

Topologi al Interpretation of Attribution

The set interpretation for on ept algebra of se t. 3.4 is now extended to handle
interpretation of attribution, drawing on introdu tory notions from general topology,
f. e.g. [1, 13℄.
In these interpretations ea h attribute, a, is rst asso iated with some fun tion fa ()
from values to values (points to points in the spa e): U ! U . Then the denotation
of a in the term a() is stipulated as a set fun tion 2U ! 2U , namely the inverse
image de ned as usual as
f 1 (Y ) = fxjf (x) 2 Y g
where the range of Y are the sets in 2U .
In a ordan e with the de nition of Peir e produ t in se t. 4.1 the interpretation of
attribution terms then be omes
[ a()℄℄ = fa 1 ([[℄ ) = fx j fa (x) 2 [ ℄ g
As mentioned, it is a key point in the set up that attributes span independent
quality dimensions in a on eptual spa e. The dimensions may be understood to
ome about through the inverse image formation as exempli ed by the term

a1 ('1 )  a2 ('2 )
visualised in 2-dimensional spa e:

a2

'1

'2
a1

Fig. 4 Crux, , as interse tion in 2-dimensional spa e
Thus in the on eptual spa e understanding a in a(') maps ' (exempli ed by an interval) in the quality dimension a into the orresponding ylinder in the dimensional
spa e.
The three axioms for attribution in the on ept algebra stated in se t. 4.2 re e t
the following laws for inverse images [13℄ 1 :
1 One may observe that the dire t image of the fun tion fails, sin e it has only the weaker

f (X \ Y )  f (Y ) \ f (X ).
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1. f 1 (fg) = fxjf (x) 2 fgg = fg
2. f 1 (X [ Y )g =
fxjf (x) 2 (X [ Y )g =
fxjf (x) 2 X g [ fxjf (x) 2 Y g =
1
f (X ) [ f 1 (Y )
3. f 1 (X \ Y ) =
fxjf (x) 2 (X \ Y )g =
fxjf (x) 2 X g \ fxjf (x) 2 Y g =
1
f (Y ) \ f 1 (X )
These equations tell that the inverse images in topologi al interpretation a t as
stru ture preserving mappings in the institution of attributes as independent quality
dimensions.
4.4

Example Revisited: Colours in Dimensional Spa e

The above onstru tion endorsing dimensional on eptual spa es is now to be exempli ed with the olour spa e. The following spe i ation steps re e t the onstru tion in se t. 2.1.
1. The olour ir le is made an independent ir ular or polar dimension in spa e
by introdu ing the attribute hue. Con epts may now be de ned algebrai ally,
for instan e as in red = hue(0.65 .. 0.75), assuming availability of a s alar
domain.
2. The olor disk is obtained by introdu ing the radial oordinate of saturation,
say, with the attribute saturation. For the sake of the example let us assume
a dis rete saturation domain omprising the sequential intervals zero (point),
weak, medium, strong, where strong is ( lose to) the ir umferen e of the disk.
medium may be de ned as an overlapping interval: medium = weak  strong.
Regions at the disk an now be des ribed by sample terms su h as
red  saturation(strong) (i.e., a strong red) and
(red + yellow + yellowishgreen)  saturation(weak + strong) (i.e., a warm olour)
3. Finally, the fully- edged olour spindle is a hieved by adding the third orthogonal dimension of brightness through an attribute bright, say with intervals min
and low (below the disk) medium, and high and max above the disk.
Here min yields the olour bla k, while max is pure white. As an auxiliary
de nition overing non-extreme brightness there is, say,
nonextreme = low + medium + high
The region of red hues of medium saturation and of unspe i ed brightness is now
formed as red  saturation(medium) giving the overlap of a ir le and a se tor:
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Fig. 5 The overlapping regions of red hues and of medium saturation
Derived olours an now be de ned as for instan e
pink = red  saturation(weak + strong)  bright(high)
with further, say
sho kingpink = red  saturation(strong)  bright(high)
whi h makes sho king pink a distinguished pink in that sho kingpink  pink an be
inferred by rewritings using the axioms and the olour de nitions. This onforms
with the region sho kingpink being in luded in the pink region.

5 Con eptual Spa e Algebrai Logi
The below table summarises the above proposal for logi al algebraisation of on eptual spa es.
Symbol System
Con ept algebra
Con ept ident
?, null
>, univ
+



ai ( )



Con eptualization System
Con eptual spa e
given ( ontiguous) region
empty region fg
whole spa e
union of regions [
interse tion of regions \
inverse image map of quality dimension ai
spatial in lusion 

In order to elu idate the spanning of quality dimensions in a 3-dimensional oneptual spa e as extension of the 2-dimensional ase in g. 4 and 5, onsider the
redu tion (term rewriting) of the rux of the two frame terms
a1 ('0 )  a2 ( ) and a1 ('00 )  a3 ( )
yielding the three-entry term
a1 ('0  '00 )  a2 ( )  a3 ( )
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using, among other axioms, a(x)  a(y ) = a(x  y ). In the sugared notation this
an be expressed as the equality
"

#
a1 : 0
a2 :



"

3
2
#
a1 : 0  00
00
a1 : 
7
= 64 a2 :
5
a3 : 
a3 : 

This al ulation may be visualised as 3-dimensional interse tion of ylinders as extension of the two dimensional interse tions of g. 4 and 5. Cylindri ation is
applied to a geometri al interpretation of omposition of binary relations in the
Cal ulus of Relations in [18℄, and is also known from ylindri al algebra.
These pi torial explanations of rux, , also explains the ombining of multiple
(partially) on i ting properties through interse tion. At the symboli language
level this may be ompared with multiple inheritan e of attribute values in feature
stru tures and obje ts.
5.1

Intensionality

In the pure extensional approa h to semanti s the meaning of a des riptive phrase
redu es to the set of entities ful lling the spe i ed property, in parti ular a singleton
set for individual on epts. This extensional view fa es diÆ ulties with intensional
aspe ts of on epts: What is formally distin tion between two on epts, whi h happen to be oextensional, that is to say, ful lled by the same set of individuals ?
In parti ular, how is distinguished formally between two on epts whi h happen to
be extensionally empty ? The traditional solution is to invent or posit an abstra t
olle tion of possible worlds (a quired from the gray zone between respe table mathemati s with Platoni orientation and metaphysi s proper). Coextensionality then
emerges as a oin idental phenomenon in some of the worlds, in luding the "a tual"
world. Thus the denotation of a on ept in prin iple in this approa h be omes a
mapping of possible world names into ordinary extensions.
By ontrast the intensional nature of on epts and properties is intended to be
a ounted for in the on eptual spa e paradigm through the organisational stru ture and lo ational aspe t of domains, dimensions and regions as re e ted in the
des ribed algebrai logi .

6 Con lusion
We have introdu ed a logi in the form a on ept algebra for spe ifying and symbolially reasoning with on eptual spa e stru tures, thereby opening for a re on iliation
of the symboli and the on eptual spa e paradigm.
The present on ept algebrai approa h is related to the so alled Boolean semanti s
for natural language, f. [14℄. Moreover, the on ept algebra has aÆnity to the feature stru tures favoured in omputational natural language analysis. This makes it
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promising to attempt an elaboration of ( omputational) on eptual spa e semanti s
for natural language via the on ept algebrai approa h to on eptual spa es.
In [15℄ is further made an attempt to ombine the on ept algebra with "fuzzy"
sets providing for "radial" ategories with soft boundaries and graded overlaps with
adja ent on epts.
For appli ation of on ept algebra to indu tive formation of on epts is referred to
[6℄, whi h omplies with the on eptual spa e perspe tive on indu tion in [7, 8, 9℄.
It is also left as future work to larify the possible onne tions between the present
formalisation of on eptual spa es and the logi al theories of mereotopology, [17℄,
whi h seeks to apply topologi al means in investigating formally parts, boundaries,
and interiors of wholes.
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